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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is stochastic modeling and statistical inference in sin-
gle particle fluorescence microscopy related to the experimental observation of
randomly moving particles.

A central theme is the use of single particle microscopy for estimation of abso-
lute concentration of nanoparticles performing Brownian motion. In Papers I
and II, the monodisperse case, i.e. one single diffusion coefficient, is considered.
The key idea is to estimate the absolute concentration by first estimating the
size of the three-dimensional detection region in which particles are observed.
In earlier works, this has been estimated in separate calibration experiments.
In Paper I, the detection region size is estimated by modeling the distribution
of trajectory lengths (durations) as a function of the size. In Paper II, an
alternative method is suggested by studying transition probabilities in a time
series of particle counts known as a Smoluchowski process. It is demonstrated
that both methods provide very good agreement with reference values and with
each other. Paper III is partly based on Paper I, generalizing the results to
the polydisperse case, i.e. with a distribution of diffusion coefficients. It is
shown that the distribution of diffusion coefficients as well as the total absolute
concentration can be satisfactorily estimated.

One crucial step in single particle microscopy is the correct classification of
particles and noise in microscope images, since both false negatives and false
positives can have a substantial impact on all further analysis. Typically, a
plausible set of particles is obtained from a larger set of candidate particles by
filtering using manually selected threshold values for intensity, size, shape, and
other parameters. In Paper IV, a novel method for automatic selection of such
threshold values is introduced, based on an analysis of the correlation struc-
ture of a Smoluchowski process distorted by false negatives and false positives.
The method shows promise and provides a new paradigm in automated image
analysis for single particle microscopy.

Keywords: absolute number concentration, Brownian motion, diffusion, fluo-
rescence microscopy, image analysis, image processing, nanoparticle character-
ization, particle tracking, Smoluchowski process
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Sammanfattning

Syftet med denna avhandling är stokastisk modellering och statistisk slutled-
ning inom så kallad single particle fluorescence microscopy, relaterat till exper-
imentella observationer av partiklar i slumpmässig rörelse.

Ett centralt tema är att använda single particle microscopy for att skatta abso-
lut koncentration av nanopartiklar som utför Brownsk rörelse. I Artikel I och
II behandlas det monodispersiva fallet, det vill säga där alla diffusionskoeffi-
cienter är lika. Huvudidén är att skatta den absoluta koncentrationen genom
att först skatta storleken på den tredimensionella detektionsregionen i vilken
partiklar observeras. I tidigare arbeten har denna skattats genom separata kali-
breringsexperiment. I Artikel I görs detta genom att modellera distributionen
av längder (varaktighet) för trajektorierna som funktion av storleken. I Artikel
II föreslås en alternativ metod genom att studera övergångssannolikheter i en
tidsserie av partikelantal känd som en Smoluchowskiprocess. Bägge metoderna
ger mycket god överensstämmelse med referensvärden och med varandra. Ar-
tikel III är delvis baserad på Artikel I och innehåller en generalisering till det
polydispersiva fallet när diffusionskoefficienterna följer en fördelning. Fördel-
ningen av diffusionskoefficienter såväl som den totala absoluta koncentrationen
kan skattas tillfredsställande bra.

Ett viktigt steg i single particle microscopy är att korrekt klassificera partiklar
och brus i mikroskopbilder eftersom både falska negativa och falska positiva
kan ha väsentlig påverkan på all efterföljande analys. Vanligt är att en rimlig
uppsättning partiklar fås från en större uppsättning kandidatpartiklar genom
filtrering med hjälp av manuellt valda tröskelvärden för intensitet, storlek, form
och andra parametrar. I Artikel IV introduceras en ny metod för automatiskt
val av sådana tröskelvärden, baserat på en analys av korrelationsstrukturen
i en Smoluchowskiprocess som ”störts” av falska negativa och falska positiva.
Metoden ger lovande resultat och ger upphov till en ny paradigm inom automa-
tiserad bildanalys för single particle microscopy.

Nyckelord: absolut antalskoncentration, bildanalys, bildbehandling, Brownsk
rörelse, diffusion, fluorescensmikroskopi, karaktärisering av nanopartiklar, par-
ticle tracking, Smoluchowskiprocess
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In God we trust, all others bring data.

- William Edwards Deming (1900 - 1993)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to act as an introduction to the field and to cover
the key parts of the included papers, providing a reference and starting point
for reading these. We shall cover the basics of single particle microscopy, parti-
cle detection and tracking, and concentration measurements with an emphasis
on areas directly related to the papers included in this thesis. This thesis is in
part an adaptation of the author’s licentiate thesis Röding (2011).

1.1 Single particle microscopy

With several significant scientific advances, e.g. highly sensitive camera sensors,
high-quality optics and lasers, improved fluorescence labeling of particles, and
increased computer power for image analysis, single particle and single particle
tracking techniques have emerged as cornerstone technology. These techniques
are used more and more in such fields as biological physics, nanophysics, bio-
chemistry, cell biology, and pharmacy, with a steadily increasing number of
publications each year. This reflects the needs for a deeper understanding
of physical and biological mechanisms and characterization of nanoparticulate
matter for use e.g. in drug delivery, in biomedical imaging, and as biomark-
ers, see Remaut et al. (2007), Nune et al. (2009), Chironi et al. (2009), Do-
evre et al. (2009), Deniz et al. (2008), Nel et al. (2009), Soenen et al. (2009),
Lundqvist et al. (2008), Gaumet et al. (2008), Koide et al. (2008), Decuzzi et al.
(2010), Morris et al. (2009), Vysotskii et al. (2009), van Gaal et al. (2009), and

1
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Montes-Burgos et al. (2010). The most obvious strengths of the techniques are
that spatial and temporal resolution can be very high, that individual parti-
cle behavior can be resolved instead of only ensemble averages, and that the
advantages over some other techniques when performing studies in undiluted
biological fluids are substantial (Braeckmans et al., 2010a; Saxton, 2009; Levi
and Gratton, 2010; Kelley et al., 2001).

The typical single particle microscope setup is a wide-field or confocal fluo-
rescence microscope, with the sample being illuminated by laser light, since
control over the emission wavelength allows for efficient excitation of fluores-
cent dyes. The images are captured either by a CCD camera (widefield), when
illuminating the whole sample at once, or by collecting photons locally (confocal
laser scanning), focusing the illumination into a moving diffraction-limited spot
(Braeckmans et al., 2010b; Levi and Gratton, 2010; Zlatanova and van Holde,
2006). The type of particles to be observed depends on the application, but typ-
ically either fluorescently labeled man-made macromolecules like polystyrene
nanospheres (Braeckmans et al., 2010a; Deniz et al., 2008), fluorescent semi-
conductor nanocrystals (quantum dots) (Lim et al., 2003; Frangioni, 2006),
or actual biological macromolecules with a single fluorescent dye molecule at-
tached to a specific location (Zlatanova and van Holde, 2006; Braeckmans et al.,
2010a) are used.

The rôle of microscopy and scientific imaging as a whole is gradually moving
more and more from qualitative to quantitative. Mere observation is replaced
by measurement and the reduction of data into meaningful and interpretable
form whenever possible. It is easier than ever to extract information from
image data with the computing resources of today. On the other hand, with
increasingly complex studies comes the need for reliability, consistency, and re-
peatability, not the least for potential diagnostic tools and clinical applications.
The situation is perhaps reminiscent of that of some fields in bioinformatics:
the amount of data that can be acquired is endless, but to extract meaningful
information is a daunting task.

This thesis is a contribution to turning microscopy into this more quantitative
paradigm.

1.2 Detection and tracking

The first steps of image analysis for particle detection and tracking are usually
unsharp filtering, background subtraction, and other similar steps (Braeckmans
et al., 2010b), although the exact implementation can differ greatly between
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investigations. Provided (i) that the particles are sufficiently far apart (with
the distance measured in the focal plane, perpendicular to the optical axis) so
that the distance between them exceeds the diffraction limit and (ii) that the
particles are so small (less than ∼200 nm, depending somewhat on wavelength)
so that it is impossible to optically resolve them in the visible light spectrum
according to Abbe’s law (Walter et al., 2008), the particles will appear as
Gaussian-like intensity distributions, so called diffraction-limited spots. There
are many reasons why actual intensity profiles for particles deviate from this
ideal distribution, e.g. large deviations from the focal plane, large particle sizes,
un-even illumination, and one particle being occluded by another. In any case,
it is not the particle per se that is imaged in fluorescence microscopy, but
rather the intensity distribution of the photon emission from the fluorescent
molecules convolved with a (Gaussian-like) Airy disk point spread function
with a Full Width at Half Maximum depending on the emission wavelength
and the numerical aperture (Holtzer and Schmidt, 2010; Saxton and Jacobson,
1997).

After initial image analysis, the next step is the actual particle detection. How
to do this is all but standardized. There are many different software solutions
and algorithms out there and many investigators write their own code. As a
result, the particle detection can differ substantially between different studies.
The obvious difficulty is how to systematically discriminate between particles
and noise. Some authors perform particle detection prior to and independently
of particle tracking. Others have made attempts to completely integrate the
particle detection and particle tracking phases, making use of prior information
from previous particle positions to produce a more reliable particle detection
and tracking altogether (Sage et al., 2005; Jaqaman et al., 2008; Smal et al.,
2008; Meijering et al., 2009). Particle detection can be a tricky business, es-
pecially in the context of living cells, where the same particle can change its
appearance over time and complex biological structures can be visible and thus
interfere with the signal of interest (Toomre et al., 1999).

Regardless of the method, there will always be ambiguities as to how bright and
how large a particle candidate should be in order to be accepted as a particle,
and any automatic method will make at least some choices that would appear
counter-intuitive for a human operator. There are many particle tracking stud-
ies, even relatively recent, which were performed by manually picking out a
few apparently interesting particles which are then manually tracked (McDon-
ald et al., 2002). However, the manual workload and the subjectivity makes
manual tracking quite unattractive (Zimmer et al., 2002).

We shall consider only particle detection performed independently of particle
tracking. Detection of candidate particles can be performed in a variety of ways,
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e.g. simple thresholding (global or local) or wavelet decomposition and filtering
(Genovesio et al., 2006; Smal et al., 2010; Bornfleth et al., 1998; Braeckmans
et al., 2010b; Thomann et al., 2002). One common approach is to accept only
a subset of the candidate particles as actual particles by thresholding based
on parameters such as intensity, size, shape, and contrast (Braeckmans et al.,
2010a,b). Some ambiguities can be resolved by using a very diluted sample
and removing particle candidates that appear not to be part of a (sufficiently
long) trajectory, which is also beneficial since it simplifies the tracking phase
(Crocker and Grier, 1996; Apgar et al., 2000; Jaqaman et al., 2008).

After (or in conjunction with) particle detection, localization and linking (track-
ing) is performed, but we shall not be overly concerned with the details. We
refer the reader to Cheezum et al. (2001) and Carter et al. (2005) for particle lo-
calization methods by centroid or least squares fitting and to Yildiz and Selvin
(2004), Bausch and Weitz (2002), Thompson et al. (2002), Ober et al. (2004),
Mortensen et al. (2010), and Deschout et al. (2012) for localization accuracy
and precision.

1.3 Smoluchowski processes and particle detection

At the same time as the groundbreaking theories of Brownian motion were
suggested by A. Einstein (Einstein, 1905), several authors made parallell inves-
tigations. One of the most prominent is M. von Smoluchowski, who provided
new theories of Brownian motion and of the inherently probabilistic nature of
thermodynamics at the microscopic scale by studying what he called fluctu-
ations of concentration, or fluctuations of particle counts, in a small volume
element (von Smoluchowski, 1906, 1916). His studies were confirmed experi-
mentally, e.g. by Svedberg and Inouye (1911) and Westgren (1916). Time series
of particle counts are in this context called Smoluchowski processes, whether
the generating motion is Brownian motion or any other motion. In this chapter,
we will discuss Smoluchowski processes and their somewhat unexpected use as
a means of particle detection in image analysis for single particle microscopy.

Consider a small volume element ω in which particles can be observed and
counted, i.e. a detection region. The volume element is centered in a much
larger (infinite) volume Ω, i.e. a liquid suspension. It makes sense to think of
Ω as Rd. Suppose now that Ω contains a large number of particles in diffu-
sion equilibrium i.e. uniformly distributed and subject to some random forces
(marginally, the particles can be thought of as distributed according to a homo-
geneous Poisson point process). A random number of particles are then moving
in and out of ω. The (stationary) Smoluchowski process is then the number of
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particles in ω at times 0,∆t, 2∆t, ..., denoted by X(0), X(∆t), X(2∆t), ... for
some time lag ∆t. If Ω = Rd, the distribution of X(n∆t) is Poisson for every
n (Chandrasekhar, 1943) (particles described by a homogeneous Poisson point
process maintain the same marginal property indefinitely (Doob, 1953; Daley
and Vere-Jones, 2003)). Let the mean and variance of the process both be µ.
This process is in principle encountered in single particle microscopy experi-
ments. The main difference between theory and experiment is the occurrence
of false negatives and false positives due to ambiguities in particle detection.
Henceforth, the observed particle counts are not the same as the true particle
counts since they are ’hidden’ in the noise. Noise, clutter, diffraction rings,
and background and foreground structures will be falsely accepted and iden-
tified as particles to some extent (false positives), and particles will be falsely
rejected to some extent (false negatives). Both these effects will distort the
true Smoluchowski process. The specifics of the image analysis algorithm, e.g.
threshold values for intensity, size, shape, and other parameters determine the
occurrence of false negatives and false positives.

The correlation function for the Smoluchowski process,

R(m) =
E[X(t)X(t+m∆t)]− µ2

µ
(1.1)

for m = 1, 2, ... is of particular interest, since it turns out that the correlation
for every time lag m∆t is affected by the occurrence of false negatives and false
positives. Assume that R(1) = ρ. It is intuitively clear that the correlation
will decrease as an effect of more or less random additions and subtractions of
particles. We will quantify this in a simple model.

Introduce for simplicity the notation X(n∆t) = Xn. Assume that all true par-
ticles have the same probability of being falsely identified as noise, independent
of all other particles both in the same frame and in other frames. Thus, the
number of false negatives in a frame with Xn = i true particles is binomial dis-
tributed with index i and parameter ν− (binomial thinning). Second, assume
that the number of false positives is Poisson distributed with parameter ν+,
independent of the number of false positives in other frames and independent
of the number of true particles in all frames. Third, assume that false positives
and false negatives are independent of each other. Note that false positives and
false negatives can occur simultaneously. Consider the process values Xn and
Xn+1. Assume that they are distorted, i.e.

X̃n = Xn − Tn +Gn (1.2)

and
X̃n+1 = Xn+1 − Tn+1 +Gn+1, (1.3)
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where Tn and Tn+1 are the numbers of false negatives and Gn and Gn+1 are
the numbers of false positives in frames n and n + 1. It can easily be shown
that the distorted process is still Poisson, and the analysis in Paper IV gives
that the correlation is

ρ̃ =
(1− ν−)

2µ

(1− ν−)µ+ ν+
ρ (1.4)

i.e. a decreasing function of ν− and ν+.

Suppose that we are interested in selecting a lower threshold τ for a single
parameter A, 0 ≤ A < ∞, may it be intensity, size, or anything else, such that
only particles for which A ≥ τ are included in further analysis, and the rest
are excluded. Assume that the values of A for true particles are distributed
according to a probability density ftrue, and that the values of A for false
particles are distributed according to a probability density ffalse. Then the
parameters describing the occurrence of false negatives and false positives can
be expressed as functions of the threshold τ by

ν− =

∫ τ

0

ftrue(z)dz (1.5)

and
ν+ = νmax

+

∫ ∞

τ

ffalse(z)dz, (1.6)

where νmax
+ is the maximum expected number (Poisson intensity) of false pos-

itives per frame (reached if τ = 0). Typically, the supports of ftrue and ffalse
are not disjoint, i.e. some amount of false positives and/or false negatives is
inevitable.

We note that since

sensitivity =
number of true positives

number of true positives + number of false negatives
(1.7)

and

specificity =
number of true negatives

number of true negatives + number of false positives
, (1.8)

the correlation can alternatively be written as

ρ̃ =
sensitivity2 × µ

sensitivity × µ+ νmax
+ × (1− specificity)

ρ. (1.9)

Maximization of the correlation is thus equivalent to minimization of the num-
ber of false negatives and false positives in a certain sense, and can be thought
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of as an unsupervised binary classification problem with a ”loss function” in-
directly described by Eq. (1.4) and Eq. (1.9). In Fig. 1.1, examples of Smolu-
chowski processes extracted using manual and automatic threshold selection
are shown. In Fig. 1.2, examples of the effect of different threshold selections
on a single sample image are shown.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of Smoluchowski processes from liposomes diffusing in
blood. The results of three independent manual selections (all grey) is very
similar to the result of the automatic selection (black).

1.4 Concentration of monodisperse particles

Estimating absolute concentration of diffusing nanoparticles in biological fluids
is important in for example nanomedicine and drug delivery for dosage measure-
ments (Braeckmans et al., 2010a; van Gaal et al., 2010; Filipe et al., 2012a,b),
for developing nanoparticles for use as contrast agents (Michalet et al., 2005;
Delehanty et al., 2009; Welsher et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2012), and for use as di-
agnostic markers for diseases (Dragovic et al., 2011; Chironi et al., 2009; Doevre
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1.2: Example of the effect of thresholding in a single image in a data
set from diffusing liposomes in blood, (a) original image, (b) all candidate par-
ticles, (c)-(e) manual selections by three different operators, and (f) automatic
selection by the proposed method.

et al., 2009; Khare and Dokholyan, 2007). The crucial step in a concentration
measurement using fluorescence microscopy is the estimation (calibration) of
the size of the detection region in which particles are detected (and tracked).
This size can be estimated in a separate calibration experiment using reference
particles as suggested in e.g. Du et al. (2010). However, since particle brightness
as well as the image analysis implementation determines the effective size, this
procedure is error-prone. In this thesis, two different methods for estimation
of the detection region size are proposed.

The experimental setting is the same as that described in the previous section.
In a large liquid suspension, particles are diffusing freely and independently
of the other particles. In a small detection region, particles are detected (and
tracked). The particles are performing Brownian motion with some diffusion
coefficient D, characterized by the so called mean squared displacement

E[∥X(t)−X(0)∥2] = 2NDt (1.10)
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which describes the evolution of diffusive motion in N dimensions (Berg, 1993),
where N = 3 for particles moving in space, although we typically observe data
only for N = 2. The detection region is modeled as a rectangular box, bounded
in the focal plane by the field of view which is determined by the magnification
of the microscope and hence known by means of a calibration grid. The axial
dimension is estimated using different stochastic models. The collected data
constitute one or several time-lapse video sequences with sampling interval ∆t
between consecutive frames with detected and localized particles.

Using the first method suggested in this thesis, identified particle positions are
linked so that trajectories are formed, from which diffusion coefficients can be
estimated. The core idea is to model the probability distribution of trajectory
lengths (durations) as a function of diffusion coefficient and axial size of the
detection region, see Fig. 1.3. The smaller the detection region, the shorter the

xy

z

Figure 1.3: Example of particle trajectories. In this example, we see that a sin-
gle particle gives rise to one trajectory of length 3 positions and one trajectory
of length 2 positions.

trajectories are on average. The smaller the diffusion coefficient, the longer the
trajectories are on average. Assume that a particle is observed at K equidistant
time points (observed in K consecutive frames of a time-lapse video sequence)
and then exits the detection region. The same particle may very well enter
the detection region again and will then give rise to more than one trajectory.
The K positions, denoted by r1, r2, ..., rK , can be written as ri = ri−1 + ∆G
for i = 2, ...,K, where ∆G is an N -dimensional vector of normally distributed
independent components, each with mean zero and variance 2D∆t. We refer to
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K as the trajectory length. A simplifying assumption is that particles enter and
exit the detection region only by (axial) diffusion, parallel to the optical axis (in
the z-direction), which reduces the computational burden substantially. The
three-dimensional (3D) system is hence replaced by a one-dimensional (1D)
model. Assume that particles diffuse within the suspension [−A,A] and are
detected when inside the detection region [−a, a]. By using a 1D Gaussian ran-
dom walk model with increments of mean zero and variance 2D∆t to describe
the particle motion, a numerical approximation by Gaussian basis functions
can be used to numerically solve a discrete-time diffusion equation describing
the motion of particles entering and exiting the detection region by convolution
with a Gaussian diffusion kernel. The details of this approach are described
in Paper I and shall not be repeated here. This leads to a numerical scheme
for calculation of the probabilities Pa(K = k) for observing different trajectory
lengths. Assuming that the observed ensemble of particles is monodisperse, i.e.
that all particles share a common diffusion coefficient, and that this diffusion
coefficient is known (or estimated by maximum likelihood), we can construct a
maximum likelihood estimate â of a by fitting the trajectory length distribu-
tion to experimental data. Suppose we have observed trajectories with lengths
k ≥ kmin (it is common to exclude very short trajectories from any analysis
due to them being prone to contain false positives (Jaqaman et al., 2008)), and
let the number of observed trajectories of length k be Nk. The log-likelihood
function l(a) = l(a;A,∆t,D, {Nk}) from which a can be estimated is

l(a) =
∑

k≥kmin

Nk logPa(K = k|K ≥ kmin). (1.11)

See Fig. 1.4 for an example of a trajectory length distribution. Once having
estimated the axial size of the detection region, the number concentration is
estimated by dividing the average number of particle positions per frame with
the volume of the detection region.

Using the second method proposed in this thesis, identified particles are counted
in each frame to form a stochastic process known as a Smoluchowski process.
Given a known diffusion coefficient, the transition probabilities of a Markov
chain approximation to the process can be used to estimate the axial size of
the detection region which is unknown. Assume that we acquire discrete obser-
vations of a Smoluchowski process X(t) (a series of particle counts as a function
of time) in diffusion equilibrium at regular time intervals with time lapse ∆t.
Denote the n:th observation by Xn. From one observation to the next, a ran-
dom number of particles have entered and a random number of particles have
left the detection region. Thus

Xn+1 = Xn −On + In, (1.12)
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Figure 1.4: Experimental trajectory length distribution from 100 nm
nanospheres diffusing in 48 % sucrose solution and the fitted model. The lateral
size of the detection region was 34 × 34 µm, and the axial size was estimated
to be 1.08 µm. The diffusion coefficient of the particles was 0.54 µm2.

where On is the number of particles (out of the Xn particles initially present)
exiting the detection region between the observations Xn and Xn+1, and In is
the number of particles entering the detection region between these observa-
tions. Without any additional prior knowledge, a reasonable assumption is that
the Xn particles in frame n are uniformly distributed within the detection re-
gion. Hence, given Xn = i, On follows a binomial distribution with index i and
parameter µ. Furthermore, we assume that In follows a Poisson distribution
with parameter λ. The Smoluchowski process is not a Markov process, but it is
practical to use a Markov approximation under which transition probabilities
(which are marginally exact) pij = P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i),i ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0,
can be found directly using the properties of the Poisson and binomial dis-
tributions. Considering a realization x1, ..., xN , an approximate log-likelihood
function l(λ, µ) = l(λ, µ|x1, ..., xN ) can be obtained. Since µ equals the proba-
bility Pexit(az) that a uniformly distributed particle exits the detection region
we can obtain an estimate âz of the axial size of the detection region by solving
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Pexit(az) = µ for az. To estimate the number concentration C, we divide the
mean number of detected particles per frame by the estimated volume of the de-
tection region. Since the stationary distribution is Poisson with intensity λ/µ,
the mean number of detected particles can be estimated by λ̂/µ̂. Even though
the process is not Markov, the transition probabilities derived are ’marginally’
true, i.e. the expression for P (Xk = xk|Xk−1 = xk−1) is exact for any k (but
the full likelihood still underestimates correlations on longer scales than ∆t
because of the Markov assumption).

1.5 Distributions of diffusion coefficients

Real nanoparticle dispersions are never entirely monodisperse and can be sub-
stantially polydisperse. This calls for studying distributions of diffusion coeffi-
cients (or equivalently, distributions of sizes) and in conjunction with that, also
distributions of concentration. In applications similar to those mentioned in
the previous section, e.g. drug delivery and diagnostic markers, combining con-
centration measurements with estimation of size distributions strengthens the
applicability of single particle fluorescence microscopy. For a particle with true
diffusion coefficient D, the maximum likelihood estimate of D for a trajectory
of k 2-dimensional positions r1, ..., rk is

D̂ =
1

4∆t(k − 1)

k−1∑
i=1

∥ri+1 − ri∥2. (1.13)

The distribution of D̂ is a gamma distribution with parameters k − 1 and
D/(k − 1) and probability density

fD̂|D,k(x;D, k) = fΓ

(
x; k − 1,

D

k − 1

)
=

(k − 1)k−1

Dk−1Γ(k − 1)
xk−2e

(k−1)x
D (1.14)

where x ≥ 0 (see Braeckmans et al. (2010a) for more details).

Given that the true diffusion coefficients of a particle sample follow a probability
distribution (density) fD, the density fD̂ of diffusion coefficient estimates is

fD̂(x) =

∫ ∞

0

fD(u)fD̂|D(x;u)du (1.15)

where fD̂|D is the probability density of diffusion coefficient estimates around
a single true value D. Taking into account that the ’spread’ around D depends
on the trajectory length (a longer trajectory provides a more precise estimate
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of D), this density can be written as a weighted sum of gamma densities,

fD̂|D(x;u) =

∞∑
k=kmin

θ(u, k; kmin)fD̂|D,k(x;u, k), (1.16)

where θ(u, k; kmin) is the probability that a trajectory length is k, given that
this length is larger than a cut-off kmin and that the true diffusion coefficient
is u i.e.

θ(u, k; kmin) = P (K = k|K ≥ kmin, D = u), (1.17)

c.f. Paper I. We assume similar to (Braeckmans et al., 2010a) that the true
diffusion coefficients of the trajectories are distributed over a finite set of values
D1, ..., DI . The distribution fD of true diffusion coefficients becomes

fD(x) =
I∑

i=1

αiδ(x−Di). (1.18)

Here, αi is the probability that the true diffusion coefficient of a (random)
trajectory (of the particle responsible for a (random) trajectory) is Di, and
δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. The model for the observed data, which are
the diffusion coefficient estimates, now simplifies to

fD̂(x;α) =
I∑

i=1

αifD̂|D(x;Di). (1.19)

We use maximum likelihood (Pawitan, 2001) to estimate the parameters, with
the log-likelihood function

l(α) =
J∑

j=1

log fD̂(D̂j ;α), (1.20)

where D̂j , j = 1, ..., J , are the diffusion coefficient estimates from the trajec-
tories and the distribution to be estimated is represented by α = (α1, ..., αI).
Because of substantial ”measurement error” i.e. large variance of the sampling
distribution of the diffusion coefficient estimators, estimating the distribution
of diffusion coefficients is a rather difficult problem. This is resolved by re-
placing the loglikelihood with a penalized loglikelihood (Silverman, 1982). A
regularizing term of second derivatives (Good and Gaskins, 1971) is added to
form the penalized loglikelihood. Regularization is not performed on the ”level”
of the diffusion coefficient estimates (the data) but rather on the ”level” of the
true diffusion coefficients. Henceforth, it is difficult to select the optimal value
of ρ using e.g. cross-validation. Instead, we use what Terrell (1990) calls the
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”maximum smoothing principle”; to select the maximum regularization consis-
tent with the scale of the data as measured by e.g. a number of moments of the
distribution. The α vector is first estimated using an initial guess for the axial
size parameter. Subsequently, the axial size parameter is itself estimated. This
process is repeated iteratively. In this fashion, both the distribution of diffusion
coefficients and the (total) concentration are estimated simultaneously, see Fig.
1.5 for an example.
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Figure 1.5: Estimated concentration distributions (as a function of particle
size) of C16 PEG-Ceramide liposomes in whole blood as measured by fSPT 5,
20, 40, and 60 min (in order of decreasing total concentration) after intravenous
injection into rats.
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Chapter 2

Summary of papers

Four papers are included in this thesis. The first three papers cover stochastic
modeling and statistical inference for absolute concentration measurements of
monodisperse and polydisperse Brownian particles. The fourth paper covers
a method for automated particle detection based on an analysis of time series
correlations. In this chapter, brief summaries of these papers are given.

Paper I: Measuring absolute number concentrations
of nanoparticles using single-particle tracking

In the first paper, we introduce a novel concept for estimation of the absolute
particle number concentration in monodisperse Brownian particle dispersions
using single particle tracking based on a model for the trajectory length (dura-
tion) distribution of particles. Inference in this model from experimental data
of observed fluorescent carboxylated polymer nanospheres in water, of different
diffusion coefficients (sizes) and concentrations, provides the means to estimate
the size of the detection region where particles can be detected and tracked.
Since this size depends on e.g. particle brightness and image processing settings,
it would otherwise need to be estimated in a separate calibration measurement.
A concentration estimate follows in a straightforward manner by relating the
average number of detected particles by the size of the detection region. Ex-
cellent agreement is found between the theoretically and the experimentally
obtained concentration values.

15
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Paper II: Measuring absolute nanoparticle number
concentrations from particle counts

The second paper introduces an alternative method to that of Paper I, also
for monodisperse particles. The method uses a fluctuating time series of par-
ticle counts, known as a Smoluchowski process, to estimate absolute number
concentrations in nanoparticle dispersions. Therefore, particle tracking is not
required and detection of single particle positions is sufficient for the analysis.
The downside is that the diffusion coefficient of the particles must be estimated
separately. As in Paper I, the key step is estimation of the size of the detec-
tion region where particles can be detected, and from there the concentration
estimate follows trivially. The method was validated experimentally by esti-
mating the concentration of fluorescent carboxylated polymer nanospheres of
different sizes and dilutions. A very good agreement between the concentration
estimates and the reference measurements was found.

Paper III: Self-calibrated concentration measurements
of polydisperse nano-particles

The third paper is a generalization of Paper I, where a distribution of dif-
fusion coefficients (polydispersity) is assumed. The method enables size and
absolute concentration measurements of polydisperse nanoparticles in solution
based on single particle tracking. The method combines the method of Paper I
with a method for estimation of a distribution of diffusion coefficients, enabling
conversion of a probability distribution to a distribution of absolute concentra-
tion, accounting for some inherent statistical intricacies due to the somewhat
peculiar sampling. Validation of the method is performed using simulations
and experimental data of polystyrene nanospheres. As an application of the
method, aggregation and clearance of different types of liposomal drug carriers
is studied after intravenous injection in rats.

Paper IV: Automatic particle detection in microscopy
using temporal correlations

The fourth paper is independent of the other three, although a result of the
analysis behind Paper II. The method proposed in the paper concerns the de-
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tection of particles in microscope images. Typically, a plausible set of particles
is obtained from a larger set of candidate particles by filtering using thresh-
old values for intensity, size, shape, and other parameters that are manually
selected. By analysis of the correlation structure of a time series of particle
counts, known as a Smoluchowski process, and the impact of false negatives
and false positives, an optimality criterion for automatic threshold selection is
found. Three experimental data sets are used to evaluate the performance by
comparing manually selected threshold values from three independent experts
with the automatically selected threshold values. The method shows promise
and produces useful results, thus reducing the need for manual intervention in
image analysis for single particle microscopy.
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Chapter 3

Outlook

In Paper I, the most obvious problem is the approximation of a 3-dimensional
system with a 1-dimensional model. Numerical computations involved in cal-
culating the trajectory length distribution is tremendously simplified by this
approximation, but the downside is the introduction of an asymptotic bias.
Studies (not shown) have indicated that using simulation-based inference, e.g.
simulated method of moments can reduce computation time by an order of
magnitude even including an extension to 3 dimensions. Approximate Bayesian
computation (ABC) would also be an interesting approach for this problem.
Thereby, asymptotic bias can be removed in the estimation of the axial size of
the detection region. The downside here is the additional variance induced by
the stochastic nature of the inference scheme.

In Paper II, it is easily shown that the Smoluchowski process is not Markov,
since the correlation structure of the process is not a geometrically decreasing
function of the time lag. However, the transition probabilities derived are
’marginally’ true, i.e. the expression for P (Xk = xk|Xk−1 = xk−1) is exact
for any k, but the full likelihood still underestimates correlations on longer
scales than ∆t because of the Markov assumption. This suggests that the
estimator may be consistent and it would be interesting to provide a proof.
It is also interesting to consider possible implications of this modeling to the
modeling in Paper I. The Smoluchowski process can be thought of as a discrete-
time M/G/∞ queue with G being non-geometric (but with a geometric tail)
and being equal to the trajectory length distribution. It is not likely that this
would lead to a simplified expression for G, but if the expected value of G could
be derived, the method of moments could be used for improving the results of
Paper I the result would be both a massive reduction in computational time and

19
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the removal of asymptotic bias. Another interesting topic is how to perform
simultaneous estimation of diffusion coefficient and detection region size in this
setting. It is likely that by considering subregions of the detection region, i.e.
forming a vector-valued Smoluchowski process, this can be resolved, although
it is not obvious what the consequences would be for inference.

In Paper III, the model for the distribution of diffusion coefficients is discrete.
Introduction of a continuous model would be appealing. A mixture of in-
verse gamma distributions would give an analytically tractable likelihood (not
shown). However, since the bias correction is by necessity performed in a dis-
crete setting, the current implementation was more consistent. Constructing an
alternative model by considering individual particle positions and increments
instead of trajectories could remove the need for a bias correction, possibly
thereby opening for a completely continuous model.

In Paper IV, it would be of much interest to understand the particular circum-
stances under which the maximization of the correlation criterion is sensible.
The most general, i.e. unconstrained, form of correlation maximization would
mean the inclusion or exclusion of each particle position on an individual ba-
sis, without reference to its properties such as size or intensity, thus having a
parameter space with as many dimensions as there are particle positions. This
is clearly not physically plausible, since the selection of particles would be in-
consistent. The other extreme is to reduce the problem to the global selection
of a single parameter threshold for, say, size, which is too narrow a condition.
A key issue is to determine under what constraints the principle can be used
to produce plausible results, and what image analysis workflows can be used
in conjunction with this method. Also, it is of some interest to incorporate the
possibility to make corrections by including or excluding particles by manually
specifying constraints for subregions of an image.
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